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A Radiologic Score to Distinguish Autoimmune Hypophysitis from Nonsecreting Pituitary Adenoma Preoperatively

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Autoimmune hypophysitis (AH) mimics the more common nonsecreting pituitary adenomas and can be diagnosed with certainty only histologically. Approximately 40% of patients with AH are still misdiagnosed as having pituitary macroadenoma and undergo unnecessary surgery. MR imaging is currently the best noninvasive diagnostic tool to differentiate AH from nonsecreting adenomas, though no single radiologic sign is diagnostically accurate. The purpose of this study was to develop a scoring system that summarizes numerous MR imaging signs to increase the probability of diagnosing AH before surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This was a case-control study of 402 patients, which compared the presurgical pituitary MR imaging features of patients with nonsecreting pituitary adenoma and controls with AH. MR images were compared on the basis of 16 morphologic features besides sex, age, and relation to pregnancy.

RESULTS: Only 2 of the 19 proposed features tested lacked diagnostic value. When the other 17 predictors were analyzed jointly in a multiple logistic regression model, 8 (relation to pregnancy, pituitary mass volume and symmetry, signal intensity and signal intensity homogeneity after gadolinium administration, posterior pituitary bright spot presence, stalk size, and mucosal swelling) remained significant predictors of a correct classification. The diagnostic score had a global performance of 0.9917 and correctly classified 97% of the patients, with a sensitivity of 92%, a specificity of 99%, a positive predictive value of 97%, and a negative predictive value of 97% for the diagnosis of AH.

CONCLUSIONS: This new radiologic score could be integrated into the management of patients with AH, who derive greater benefit from medical as opposed to surgical treatment.
benefit affected individuals because AH can often be successfully treated with lympholytic medications alone, whereas adenomas do indeed usually require surgical resection, conventionally via the trans-sphenoidal route.

MR imaging is the procedure of choice in the evaluation of sellar masses, and sequencing recommendations comprise pre- and postgadolinium enhanced thin-section (<3 mm) sagittal and coronal T1-weighted images with optional T2-weighted or fat-suppressed sequences. MR imaging features more indicative of AH include a symmetric enlargement of the pituitary gland, a thickened nontapering pituitary stalk, and an intact sellar floor. In contrast, pituitary macroadenomas are frequently asymmetric, often displacing the infundibulum, and rarely involve the stalk or erode the sellar floor. In addition, macroadenomas appear heterogeneous both before and after contrast medium administration, in direct relationship to their size, though heterogeneity can also occur in AH.

Overall, no single radiologic sign has sufficient accuracy to distinguish with certainty AH from pituitary adenomas. The aim of this study, therefore, was to develop a diagnostic scoring system from a wide range of clinical and MR imaging features to increase the probability of diagnosing AH before surgery.

Materials and Methods

Study Design and Patients

This was a case-control study of 402 patients, which compared the presurgical pituitary MR imaging features of patients with nonsecreting pituitary adenoma and controls with AH.

Patients with nonsecreting pituitary adenomas (n = 98) consecutively underwent surgery at the Johns Hopkins hospital and were selected from the surgical pathology data base on the basis of a histopathologic diagnosis of prolactin-, growth hormone-, corticotropin-, and thyrotropin-negative macroadenoma and the absence of elevated anterior pituitary hormones (except for mild hyperprolactinemia). There were no patients with histologic signs of hemorrhagic infarction.

Patients with AH (n = 304) were selected from the Johns Hopkins hospital surgical pathology archive (n = 3, all lymphocytic) and from the published literature (n = 301) by using 3 sources: 1) PubMed and Google Scholar searches by using the following keywords: “hypophysitis,” “adenohypophysitis,” “infundibul,” “autoimmune” and hypophys,” “lympho” and hypophys,” “granulomatous,” and hypophys,” “autoimmune” and pituit,” “MR imaging and pituit,” “MR imaging, and sella”; 2) citations in the articles identified above; and 3) citations in numerous textbook chapters.

For the published patients with primary lymphocytic hypophysitis, we identified 530 articles published from January 1962 to March 2008. The articles were written in English (n = 426), Japanese (n = 50), French (n = 18), Spanish (n = 10), Korean (n = 7), German (n = 6), Chinese (n = 3), Portuguese (n = 3), Italian (n = 2), Dutch (n = 2), Polish (n = 1), and Czech (n = 1). The articles included 291 single case reports and 79 small case series, for a total of 471 patients. Of them, 255 patients had MR imaging descriptions sufficiently detailed to be included in the study. The diagnosis was established by surgical pathology in 152 patients and on clinical and radiologic grounds in 103 patients.

In the Johns Hopkins hospital surgical pathology archive, 26 hypophysitis cases were identified among 1459 pituitary specimens examined between January 1988 and March 2008 (23 purely lymphocytic and 3 with mixed granulomatous and lymphocytic features). Of these 26 cases, 11 underwent surgery at the Johns Hopkins hospital, and 15 were operated elsewhere but had their pituitary slides sent to Johns Hopkins for review. A presurgical MR imaging study was available in 3 of the 11 cases, all lymphocytic.

For the published patients with primary granulomatous hypophysitis, we identified 71 articles in English from 1969 to March 2008, describing a total of 66 patients. Of these, 46 cases, all histologically proved, had a sufficiently detailed MR imaging description to be included in the study.

Three clinical features were recorded for each patient: age, sex, and relation to pregnancy at the time of the initial symptoms (on-line Table). The relation to pregnancy was coded as 1 when present; 0 when absent in women of reproductive age; and not applicable in preteen girls, women older than 50 years of age, and males.

Pituitary MR Imaging Features

A total of 16 pituitary MR imaging features were evaluated in each patient (on-line Table). Patients with ≤4 MR imaging features or no MR imaging evidence of a pituitary mass (pituitary volume, <1 cm³) were excluded from the study. If a particular feature was not reported in the original publication, it was coded as missing. The volume of the pituitary mass (in cubic centimeters) was calculated by multiplying lesion height, width, and length. Lesion volume and patient age were the only continuous covariates in this study. Lesion volume was then dichotomized, assigning a value of 0 for volumes <7 cm³ and 1 for volumes ≥7 cm³. T1 signal intensity (ie, the recovery of longitudinal magnetization) was classified as isointense, hypointense (which included isohypointense), or hyperintense (including isohyperintense) in relation to the intensity of gray matter on precontrast images. Homogeneity (ie, the absence of a focus of signal-intensity alteration separable from the remaining normal tissue) was classified as homogeneous, heterogeneous (including cystic), and centrally hypointense (including ring enhancement). The intensity of gadolinium enhancement was classified into low or high compared with the anterior pituitary and/or cavernous sinuses. The features of gadolinium enhancement were classified as homogeneous, heterogeneous, and central hypointensuated.

The symmetry (ie, the configuration of the pituitary gland on coronal sections) was classified as asymmetric (side-to-side shift) or symmetric. The posterior pituitary bright signal intensity (ie, the normal hyperintensity of the posterior pituitary) was classified as conserved or lost. The pituitary stalk was described as normal, thickened, or not identifiable. A normal pituitary stalk has a transverse diameter of 3.25 ± 0.56 mm at the level of the optic chiasm and measures 1.91 ± 0.4 mm at the pituitary insertion. The enhancement of the pituitary stalk after gadolinium administration was scored in relation to the neurohypophysis or the optic chiasm and classified into normal isointense (the stalk does not normally enhance) or abnormal hyperintense. Hypothalamic involvement was described as physiologically isointense or having a pathologically high gadolinium enhancement.

Finally, 5 features of the parasellar region were considered as present or absent: dural tail (a tapering rim of enhancing dura mater extending from the mass), thickening of the mucosa lining the sphenoid and adjacent posterior ethmoid sinuses (given that the mucosa of normally ventilated parasenal sinuses is indistinguishable on pre- or postcontrast MR images, any swelling or enhancement was consid-
...dressed pathologic), erosion of the sellar floor (bone does not typically return signal intensity on MR imaging, so this feature was considered only when CT was also performed), invasion of the cavernous sinus, involvement of the visual pathways (defined by swelling or displacement of the optical nerves or chiasm), and involvement of the cavernous part of the internal carotid artery (only considered when either flow voids were described or angiography was performed).

**Statistical Analysis**

The study included 1 dichotomous outcome, coded 1 for a diagnosis of nonsecreting pituitary macroadenoma and 0 for hypophysitis, and analyzed how this diagnosis could be predicted by a set of 3 clinical (sex, age, and relation to pregnancy) and 16 radiologic covariates (on-line Table).

The contribution of each individual covariate was evaluated by univariate logistic regression. Next, missing values present in the various covariates (on-line Table) were derived by multiple imputations by using the imputation by chained equations approach. Finally, the covariates were evaluated by multivariate logistic regression to choose a model that best predicted the correct diagnosis. Selection of the significant covariates was performed by using the backward procedure. The regression coefficient of each significant covariate was used to create a score by assigning to each covariate a signed number proportional to its regression coefficient. A positive number suggested a diagnosis of adenoma (which was coded as 1), whereas a negative number, a diagnosis of hypophysitis (coded as 0). Covariate scores were then added to calculate a cumulative score for each patient.

The accuracy of the score in classifying correctly the outcome as adenoma or hypophysitis was evaluated by using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. This analysis computes the sensitivity and specificity of a diagnostic test (in this case the score) by using each value of the rating as a possible classification cut-point. The resulting sensitivity and 1-specificity values are then plotted on a graph and joined by straight lines to form the ROC curve. The area under the curve (AUC) is finally calculated by using the trapezoidal rule to summarize the global performance of the diagnostic test. An AUC of 1.0 would indicate a perfect score (in this case, a score that always classifies patients correctly as having adenoma or hypophysitis), whereas an AUC of 0.5 would classify patients at random.

All statistical analyses were performed by using STATA software, Release 10.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Tex).

**Results**

When analyzed individually, 17 of the 19 clinical and MR imaging features were significantly associated with the outcome (on-line Table). The 2 features that lacked diagnostic value were the dural tail sign and hypothalamic involvement (on-line Table). The 2 features that lacked diagnostic value were the dural tail sign and hypothalamic involvement (on-line Table). The 2 features that lacked diagnostic value were the dural tail sign and hypothalamic involvement (on-line Table). The 2 features that lacked diagnostic value were the dural tail sign and hypothalamic involvement (on-line Table).

When analyzed collectively in a multiple logistic regression model, 8 features contributed significantly to classifying the outcome as pituitary adenoma or hypophysitis: relation to pregnancy, pituitary mass volume and symmetry, signal intensity and signal-intensity homogeneity after gadolinium administration, posterior pituitary bright spot presence, stalk size, and mucosal swelling (Table). Figure 1 illustrates 1 case of AH with these radiologic features. These 8 predictors were used to build the final multiple logistic regression model that yielded the $\beta$ coefficients and odds ratios reported in the Table.

**Table: Multiple logistic regression model based on 9 covariates used to predict before surgery pituitary adenoma (coded as 1) or hypophysitis (coded as 0)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariate</th>
<th>$\beta^*$</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\leq$30</td>
<td>$-1.70$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.029–1.12</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation to pregnancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$-3.71$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.002–0.42</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>$-4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pituitary volume (cm$^3$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\geq$6</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>1.98–16.28</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd enhancement type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium or high</td>
<td>$-1.32$</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.07–0.65</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd enhancement features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneous</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1.34–35.8</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetric</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>2.92–49.7</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior pituitary bright spot</td>
<td>$-2.42$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.015–0.51</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>$-2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlarged</td>
<td>$-5.34$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.0004–0.06</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>$-5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucosal thickening</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>1.25–58.9</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** OR indicates odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. Regression coefficient. A signed score was assigned to each covariate proportional to its regression coefficient.

Age, although only borderline significant, was retained in the final model because of its clinical relevance.

Age tended to be greater in patients with nonsecreting pituitary adenoma than in those with AH, with peak frequency distributions at 60 and 32 years, respectively (Fig 2A). In particular, ages younger than 30 years significantly predicted a diagnosis of hypophysitis rather than adenoma (odds ratio, 0.18; $P = .067$; Table).

Appearance of symptoms during late pregnancy or the early postpartum period strongly favored a diagnosis of AH rather than adenoma (odds ratio, 0.03; $P = .009$; Table).

Pituitary volume was significantly greater in adenoma than in AH, with median values of 10 cm$^3$ and 3 cm$^3$, respectively (Fig 2B). Volumes >6 cm$^3$ significantly predicted a diagnosis of adenoma (odds ratio, 5.12; $P = .003$; Table). When compared among the 3 categories of patients with AH (clinically suspected, biopsy-proved lymphocytic, and biopsy-proved granulomatous), the volume was not different between the lymphocytic (mean, 5.08 cm$^3$) and granulomatous (mean, 5.28 cm$^3$; $P = .78$) forms but was significantly lower in the clinically suspected form (mean, 3.23 cm$^3$; $P = .007$ versus the granulomatous form and $P = .105$ versus lymphocytic hypophysitis).

Gadolinium uptake was higher in AH than in adenomas (odds ratio, 0.59; $P = .011$; Table). Most patients with AH (on-line Table) showed avid enhancement of the sellar mass, similar to the postcontrast medium signal-intensity change in the cavernous sinus. Heterogeneity of the gadolinium uptake was found to be associated with adenomas (odds ratio, 4.31; $P = .041$; Table). About half of the patients with adenoma showed a heterogeneous enhancement, compared with only a minority of patients with AH (on-line Table).

Asymmetric expansion of the sellar lesion strongly favored a diagnosis of adenoma (odds ratio, 12.1; $P = .001$; Table). Asymmetry was present in most patients with adenoma and in only 4% of patients with AH (on-line Table).
Loss of the normal posterior pituitary bright signal intensity favored a diagnosis of AH (odds ratio, 0.09; \( P < .007 \); Table). In contrast, the posterior pituitary bright spot was conserved in 97% of patients with adenoma (on-line Table). A thickened pituitary stalk was highly indicative of AH (odds ratio, 0.005; \( P < .001 \); Table), yielding the largest regression coefficient (\( \beta = -5.31 \)). The stalk was enlarged in most patients with AH (ranging from 4 to 11 mm) but in only 1% of adenomas (on-line Table). Last, the presence of mucosal swelling in the sphenoid sinus supported a diagnosis of adenoma (odds ratio, 8.61; \( P < .028 \); Table).

Assigning a signed number to each covariate, proportional to its regression coefficient, yielded a cumulative score for each patient that summarized the predictive diagnostic ability of the model. The possible values of the score ranged from a minimum of \(-13\) to a maximum of \(+8\). In AH (Fig 3A, dotted line), the score ranged from \(-13\) to \(+2\), had a median of \(-5\), and comprised most of the patients (75%) with values smaller than \(-2\). In nonsecreting adenomas (Fig 3A, solid line), the score ranged from \(-2\) to \(+8\), had a median of \(+4\), and comprised most of the patients (75%) with values greater than \(+2\).

The cumulative score had a global performance (ie, AUC) of 0.9917 (Fig 3B). When \( I \) was chosen as the classification cut- point the score correctly classified 97% of the patients, with a sensitivity of 92%, a specificity of 99%, a positive predictive value of 97%, and a negative predictive value of 97% (Fig 3B).

The score in adenoma (median, 4; mean, 3.77) was significantly higher than that in patients with hypophysitis, either when compared with the 3 AH categories combined (median, \(-5\); mean, \(-4.9\); \( P < .0001 \); Fig 3C) or when compared separately with clinically suspected AH (median, \(-6\); mean, \(-5.81\); \( P < .0001 \)), biopsy-proved lymphocytic hypophysitis (median, \(-5\); mean, \(-4.67\); \( P < .0001 \)), or biopsy-proved granulomatous hypophysitis (median, \(-4\); mean, \(-3.69\); \( P < .0001 \)). When compared among the 3 categories of patients with AH, the score was similar in biopsy-proved lymphocytic hypophysitis and biopsy-proved granulomatous hypophysitis (\( P = .2 \), Fig 3C).
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**Fig 1.** Gadolinium-enhanced coronal (A) and sagittal (B) T1-weighted MR images, sellar sections, in a patient with AH. A, A perfectly symmetrically enlarged and homogeneously enhancing gland. Note that the enhancement is stronger than that of the adjacent cavernous sinuses (arrows). B, Grossly enlarged and avidly enhancing pituitary stalk that exerts a mass effect on the hypothalamus. Note the generalized mucosal thickening in the sphenoid sinus.
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**Fig 2.** A. Kernel attenuation estimate of the age distribution in patients with AH (dashed line) or nonsecreting pituitary adenoma (continuous line). B. Boxplots show the distribution of pituitary volume in patients with hypophysitis or adenoma. Each box represents the middle half of the distribution (interquartile range) and contains a solid line to indicate the median. The top (and bottom) whisker line extends from the 75th (and 25th) percentile to a calculated value corresponding to 1.5 times the interquartile range. The points outside the ends of the whiskers indicate outliers.
whereas it was lower in clinically suspected AH than in the 2 histologic categories \((P = .0014, \text{Fig 3C})\).

**Discussion**

This study reports the development of a new score that increases the probability of differentiating AH from nonsecreting pituitary adenoma before surgery. This distinction is crucial for patient management because AH usually can be treated medically, whereas adenomas most often require surgery, because the score of \(\geq 1\) suggests a diagnosis of adenoma, whereas a score of \(\leq 0\) suggests a diagnosis of AH. This score classified \(95\%\) of the patients, thus representing a significant improvement over the current \(60\%\) value.12

The score is mainly based on pituitary MR imaging, a technique that has greatly improved the differential diagnosis of sellar lesions due to its exquisite delineation of anatomic details and differences in signal intensity from soft tissues. MR imaging of the sella typically includes precontrast and postgadolinium T1-weighted sequences in both the coronal and sagittal planes.17 T2-weighted and fat-suppressed sequences are also useful, specifically in the search of clival bone marrow edema, which has been reported in some cases of hypophysitis,31 but these sequences are not routinely performed and thus could not be included in our study.

AH displays MR imaging features that closely reflect the underlying histopathology. Lymphocytic and granulomatous hypophysitis are characterized by lymphoplasmacytic infiltration, destruction of endocrine cells, interstitial widening and fibrosis, hypervascularity, and multinucleated giant cells (the latter prominent in the granulomatous and rare in the lymphocytic form). In keeping with these pathologic changes, the MR imaging features typical of AH were a symmetric enlargement of the pituitary gland, a homogeneous appearance both on pre- and postgadolinium images, and an intense gadolinium enhancement. In contrast, pituitary adenomas were typically asymmetric as they sprout toward the suprasellar cistern and cavernous sinus32; showed a heterogeneous enhancement, likely a reflection of inner cystic or necrotic areas32; and had a lower gadolinium uptake than the normal adenohypophysis, consistent with the notion that adenomas have lower vascular attenuations than the normal pituitary tissue.33 A strong enhancement is to be expected only in the presence of secondary inflammatory changes, which are rare (approximately \(1\%\)) in nonfunctioning adenomas.34

Consistent with the original report in a small case series,27 this study also found that a thickened pituitary stalk is typical for AH and strongly favored a diagnosis of AH over that of adenoma. An enlarged pituitary stalk can be found in a variety of diseases, such as germinoma, lymphoma, tuberculosis, sarcoidosis, or Langerhans cell histiocytosis,35 but its presence in
the absence of systemic infections suggests a diagnosis of hypophysitis.

Another MR imaging feature highly indicative of AH rather than adenoma was the loss of the posterior pituitary bright spot. The normal posterior pituitary gland appears bright on T1-weighted images, likely because of its rich content of vasopressin neurosecretory granules. This brightness was frequently lost in AH, suggesting a direct autoimmune involvement of the neurohypophysis. The bright spot was conserved in the overwhelming majority of adenomas, and even when displaced by the large tumor size (70% of patients have bright spot displacement for adenomas with a diameter of ≥20 mm), the bright spot remained visible.

Several additional MR imaging features have been reported in individual cases of AH but proved not contributory to the final predictive score in this study. The dural tail sign, for example, was originally reported in 4 of 5 patients with AH but is also seen in approximately one third of patients with pituitary adenoma. The sign is now considered nonspecific and indicative of venous congestion rather than meningeal inflammation.

An extension or even infiltration of the pituitary lesion into the basal hypothalamus was originally reported in 5 of 9 patients with AH, but it has been rarely described in subsequent publications. Inflammatory changes of the cavernous portion (C4 segment) of the internal carotid artery have been reported in AH, but their relevance in the differential diagnosis of sellar masses remains to be clarified.

The pituitary size was larger in adenomas than in AH. This difference likely reflects an ascertainment bias, considering that adenomas present later (23 ± 35 months) than AH (10 ± 18 months), where the degree of hypopituitarism can be disproportionate to the size of the pituitary mass.

Most interesting, pituitary volumes were smaller in clinically suspected AH than in the more advanced surgically treated lymphocytic and granulomatous forms.

The clinical feature that proved most useful in differentiating AH from adenomas was pregnancy. AH shows, in fact, a striking temporal association with late pregnancy or early postpartum, which at the moment remains unexplained. Pregnancy affects the pituitary gland significantly. The adenohypophysis increases by approximately 30% over its pregestational volume, peaking at day 3 after delivery as a consequence of hypertrophy and hyperplasia of lactotroph cells induced by placental estrogens. The neurohypophysis loses its normal bright spot during the third trimester, though the dimensions of the pituitary stalk and neurohypophysis remain unchanged during normal pregnancy. On the other hand, adenomas are not notably affected by pregnancy. Despite the fact that the lactotroph expansion can lead to visual disturbances and headache in patients with a pre-existing nonsecreting adenoma, pregnancy per se does not increase the adenoma size.

Diabetes insipidus, though not considered in the differential diagnosis of sellar masses remains to be clarified.

Conclusions

We report a convenient clinicoradiologic scoring system to differentiate AH from pituitary adenoma before any surgical intervention. This score could serve as a general tool in the evaluation of pituitary masses and improve the management of patients with AH by avoiding unnecessary surgical treatments.
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